Match the following historical contributors to their contribution to graphology:

___ Ludwig Klages 1 Encyclopedia of the Written Word, New School for Social Research, developed the Graphological Psychogram for scientific study of handwriting

___ Carl Jung (1875-1961) 2 The Father of Graphology

___ Max Pulver (1890-1953) 3 Abandoned single trait interpretation for holistic interpretation

___ Ludwig Klages (1872-1956) 4 Dynamic relationship between contraction and release


___ June Downey 6 Symbolic characteristic of writing field and movement in three dimensions, vertical, horizontal, and depth (or pressure). Three zones.

___ Robert Saudek (1880-1935) 7 “The unconscious knows more than the consciousness does.”

___ Klara Roman (1962) 8 Created a system for combining and understanding the dynamic structural aspects of personality

___ Abbe Michon (1806-1881) 9 Used drawings to portray graphological features with corresponding personality characteristics

___ Jean Crepieux-Jamin (1858-1940) 10 Created a continuum scale from very contracted motor movements to very released movement Founded the American Society of Professional Graphologists

___ M.N. Bunker (1892-1961) 11 Formniveau (form level), guiding image

___ Eric Singer (1949/69) 12 Most popular graphologist of European descent in America in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s who founded the National Society for Graphology in New York City

___ Ulrich Sonnemann (1912-1993) 13 Author of the essential text Handwriting Analysis
Thea Stein Lewinson

Psychogram Workbook, mathematical scale for Form level and productivity scores

Felix Klein (1911-1994)

Concept of stabile and mobile axes

Dafna Yalon

Matched psycho-graphological analyses with clinical specimens

Jane Nugent Green

Grapho-Therapeutics (1967)

Paul de Sainte Colombe

Can Handwriting Exercises Be The Unrecognized Road To Developing Literacy? (1997)

Alfred Mendel

Founder of Graphoanalysis

Ursula Ave-Lallemant

The Star-Wave Test

Jeanette Farmer

The Star-Wave Test Across the Life Span (2004)

Herry O. Teltscher, Ph. D.

One of first experimentalists (1919)

Giorlamo Moretti (1879-1963)

You and Your Private I (1975/88)